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A BSTRACT
Knowledge distillation (KD) between machine learning models has opened many
new avenues for parameter count reduction, performance improvements, or amortizing training time when changing architectures between the teacher and student
network. In the case of reinforcement learning, this technique has also been applied
to distill teacher policies to students. Until now, policy distillation required access
to a simulator or real world trajectories.
We introduce a simulator-free approach to KD in the context of reinforcement
learning. A key challenge is having the student learn the multiplicity of cases that
correspond to a given action. While prior work has shown that data-free KD is
possible with supervised learning models by generating synthetic examples, these
approaches are vulnerable to only producing a single prototype example for each
class. We propose an extension to explicitly handle multiple observations per
output class that seeks to find as many exemplars as possible for a given output
class by reinitializing our data generator and making use of an adversarial loss.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of simulator-free KD
between a teacher and a student policy. This new approach improves over the state
of the art on data-free learning of student networks on benchmark datasets (MNIST,
Fashion-MNIST, CIFAR-10), and we also demonstrate that it specifically tackles
issues with multiple input modes. We also identify open problems when distilling
agents trained in high dimensional environments such as Pong or Seaquest.
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I NTRODUCTION

The motivation for data-free Knowledge Distillation in the context of Reinforcement Learning (RL)
is threefold. Firstly KD can combine multiple experts into a single multi-task policy Rusu et al.
(2015). Secondly to obtain a compact, portable, student policy from an expert teacher whose network
architecture can be changed while retaining high performance on the target environment. This
Knowledge Distillation (KD) is of high importance in RL given that model performance is highly
variable and often hard to reproduce Henderson et al. (2018). Thirdly, data-free training: eliminating
the reliance on training data is particularly relevant for RL because they can require thousands of
years of experience or 100,000+ CPU cores to train OpenAI et al. (2019; 2020).
Hinton et al. (2015) have shown how Knowledge Distillation (KD) can enable a student model to
learn from the teacher’s behavior on original examples. Pioneering work on data-free training Lopes
et al. (2017); Nayak et al. (2019); Chen et al. (2019) further demonstrated how to train student models
using only synthetic examples obtained by back-propagating through the teacher into its inputs.
But such techniques can fail to generate the multiplicity of prototypical examples corresponding to
each possible output resulting in blind spots in the student. Unfortunately, RL policies commonly
map multiple observations to the same single desired action, thereby requiring that synthetic data
reproduce a wide range of cases for each output response.
We propose Generative Adversarial Simulator (GAS), a new algorithm for data-free learning which
explicitly seeks multiple input modes for each output class by combining an adversarial loss and
periodically reinitializing the generator. In our experiments with RL benchmarks we show how
this technique enables us to distill a teacher without a simulator. We also validate our approach on
data-free KD benchmarks and obtain a new state of art.
1
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2

P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

Overview and Notation We are given a teacher function ft (x; θt ) → ŷ, parametrised by θt (for
brevity we will omit this term), trained with labeled inputs from an unknown but predetermined
teacher training distribution (x, y) ∼ (X, Y ), X ⊂ Rn , Y ⊂ Rm
know the teacher
minimizes
n . We

o
∗
some distance D between ŷ and the label y: θt = argminθt E D(ft (x; θt ), y) , we want to
obtain a new student function fs (x; θs ), parametrised by θs , which minimizes the expected distance
D between the outputs of ft and fs :
n

o
θs∗ = argmin Ldistill (θs , X) = Ex∼X D(fs (x; θs ), ft (x)) .
(1)
θs

Finding θs∗ is difficult because the teacher training distribution (X, Y ) is unknown. A brute force approach could involve sampling N random points from Rn and iteratively minimizing Ldistill (θs , Rn )
with respect to θs , and as N → ∞, we expect to Ldistill (θs , X) to be minimized as well because
X ⊂ Rn . However, this might require an intractable amount of points and the student may not have
sufficient expressive capacity to it both randomly sampled points and the original (unknown) training
distribution Nayak et al. (2019); Chen et al. (2019). Prior work has rendered the problem tractable by
assuming the teacher was trained to minimize KL divergence with respect to vertices of this simplex
(e.g. categorical class labels). This assumption lets
 us improve over brute force by considering
distributions that minimize the entropy Exfake ∼Xfake H(ft (xfake )) . To ensure
vertices
  the simplex

are covered, we can also maximize the entropy of the expected output: H E ft (xfake . Because
ft is not necessarily invertible, we now have a second optimization problem, with hyperparameters α,
β, find a distribution Xfake that minimizes:




LH =α · Exfake ∼Xfake H(ft (xfake )) − β · H(Exfake ∼Xfake ft (xfake ) ).
(2)
In DAFL Chen et al. (2019) an “activation loss" weighed by λactivation is also used to train the
generator to maximize the mean absolute value of the teacher’s last hidden layer ht (x). The nonadaptive generator loss becomes:
h
i
LG =LH − λactivation · Exfake ∼Xfake ht (xfake ) .
(3)
Reinforcement Learning Unlike prior work, we are also interested in distilling teacher policies πt
trained via environment interaction and a policy gradient algorithm to maximize the expected sum
of future discounted rewards. Teacher policies are functionally identical to the teacher functions ft
described above: πt maps a state x to a distribution y, from which an action a is chosen. If the policy
is trained without policy regularization then we can expect πt to be low entropy on real observations,
therefore the criteria for Xfake remains applicable.
Space Invertibility The output space of the teacher is not always invertible leading to issues with
generators only creating a single proto-example per output class. This surjectivity lets distribution
Xfake that contain
of the input modes but maximize the entropy of the teacher output
 only a subset

H(Exfake ∼Xfake ft (xfake ) ) to minimize the objective LH (2). We illustrate this problem in Figure 1.

3

A PPROACH

We propose to train a Generative Adversarial Simulator (GAS), a model that generates synthetic
examples that are maximally informative when distilling the teacher’s knowledge into the student.
We overcome a vulnerability in prior data-free KD approaches by using an adversarial loss, reinitializations, and multiple generators to seek as many examples as possible for each output class.
We supervize our student fs by sampling points
 from a surrogate distribution xfake ∼ Xfake and
let the teacher label examples xfake , ft (xfake ) . Since Ldistill is differentiable with respect to the
student parameters θs , we can perform stochastic gradient descent to learn θs .
Our student training data, the distribution Xfake , is a learnt generator as originally proposed by Chen
et al. (2019). The generator takes as input a random noise vector and produces a synthetic example
xfake using a domain-specific architectures such as a DCGAN Radford et al. (2015) in image domains
2
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Figure 3: Policy distillation in classical control environments (observation dim). Scores relative to
the teachers. Error bars show σ, N = 5

or an MLP when there is no spatial dimension. Prior work trained generators using an objective
similar to LG (3). We extend this objective to explicitly handle multiple input modes by adding a term
that biases the generation towards regions of the space where the teacher and the student disagree (D
in Figure 1). Formally, the adaptive generator loss combines (1) and (3) with a hyperparameter γ:
Ladapt (θs ) = LG − γLdistill (θs , Xfake ) .

(4)

For continuous action spaces without a closed form LH we use a lower bound from Huber et al.
(2008) (See appendix B.4).
To increase coverage of input modes we divide obtain examples from multiple concurrent generators
and periodically reinitialize their parameters. We alternate optimization of the student and generator
to stabilize training as done with GANs Goodfellow et al. (2014); Mescheder et al. (2018).

4

R ESULTS

Input Modes Effect on Distillation We study the effect of multiple exemplars per class on datafree KD by constructing teachers trained to classify MNIST digits into “Even" and “Odd" classes.
We increase the number of digits to fake a growth in input modes. We also use an KuzushijiMNIST Clanuwat et al. (2018)’s symbols to obtain up to 10 exemplars per class. The teachers use
a LeNet architecture, and the students use a LeNetHalf architectures (half the number of filters).
Hyperparameters for training the generator and the student are given in appendix B. In Figure 2 we
compare student accuracy for different data-free KD algorithms as the number of digits per class
changes. We observe that DAFL Chen et al. (2019)’s performance drops significantly past 2 digits
per class, while reinitilizations and GAS is more robust to increases in exemplars per class.
Data-Free Supervised Learning Model Distillation We investigate whether the use of reinitializations, adaptive losses, and multiple generators improve the performance when distilling supervised
learning models. We follow the same experimental setup as Nayak et al. (2019); Chen et al. (2019):
we train student models from teachers trained on MNIST LeCun (1998), Fashion-MNIST Xiao et al.
(2017), and CIFAR-10 Krizhevsky et al. (2014). Teacher and GAS hyperparameters are given in
appendix B.1. Generators use the adaptive loss, 8 concurrent generators, and reinitializations. Our
CIFAR-10 setup is identical to the one from Chen et al. (2019), and we use the training code they
released1 . In Table 1 we compare different data-free KD approaches, including Student KD that has
access to the original examples. We find that despite not using any training data GAS obtains similar
1

https://github.com/huawei-noah/Data-Efficient-Model-Compression.
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Figure 4: Samples from real inputs and
GAS during Enduro and Pong policy distillation. Activation loss leads to recognizable patterns: Enduro road markings and
Pong ball trajectories. The presence of
multiple ball trajectories suggests the gen- GAS (Ours)
erator learns to produce observation superpositions instead of plausible scenes.

Accuracy (µ ± σ)
MNIST

F-MNIST

CIFAR-10

99.35%

91.17%

95.36%

98.92%

89.66%

94.34%

86.7%

72.50%

-

98.77%
98.20%
98.79%
±0.075

79.62%
89.21%
±0.46

92.22%
92.35%

performance to Student KD and outperforms the current state of the art in data-free KD ZSKD Nayak
et al. (2019) and DAFL Chen et al. (2019).
Simulator-Free Policy Distillation Our experiments focus on measuring the score of student
policies obtained through simulator-free KD from pretrained teacher policies on a wide range of
reinforcement learning environments from classical control benchmarks Duan et al. (2016) and
the Atari Learning Environment (ALE) Bellemare et al. (2013). Teacher policies are trained using
PPO Schulman et al. (2017) and advantage computation uses a GAE Schulman et al. (2015), with
additional training details in Appendix B.2.
In Figure 3 we compare different data-free KD techniques to distill teachers on classical control
environments. We notice that using real trajectories we are able to learn students that approach the
teacher’s performance. Using DAFL we are able to learn policies with performance matching the
teacher only in the environments with the lowest dimensional input space. Finally, GAS is able
to learn student policies simulator-free with performance matching the teacher in all environments
except HalfCheetah, where we see a slight degradation.
On the ALE we train teachers with an Impala architecture Espeholt et al. (2018) and students with
ImpalaHalf (half-size filters) on Pong, Breakout, Enduro, and Seaquest with the same preprocessing
as Espeholt et al. (2018) making our input space 4 stacked grayscale 84 × 84 frames. Both DAFL
and GAS fail to learn in these environments. Precise scores in Appendix B.2. With real trajectories
Student KD is able to reach performance similar to that of the teacher, confirming the results from
Rusu et al. (2015). We suspect that the higher dimensional inputs prevented the generators from
recreating observations that transfer to the real environment. See Figure 4 for generator samples.
To understand whether reducing input dimension helps we run an additional experiment with a lower
dimensional Pong 2 stacked grayscale 48 × 48 frames. Teacher performance is slightly lower (16.5
vs 20.7), but students still fail to learn (−18.87 ± 1.17 vs −20.54 ± 0.398).

5

C ONCLUSION

Our key contribution is Generative Adversarial Simulator (GAS), an algorithm for data-free KD that
explicitly seeks to overcome difficulties faced by having multiple examples per output class through
the use of adaptive loss, reinitializations, and concurrent generators. Our experiments show how GAS
are more robust to increases in input modes per class. On data-free KD benchmarks we obtain a new
state of the art. We introduce the task of simulator free policy distillation, and on classical control
tasks we successfully train student policies without a simulator. Our approach improves over DAFL
in higher dimensional environments, providing some evidence that GAS opens up the possibility
to distill policies without simulators in larger and more complex environments. Yet, more work is
needed to address higher dimensions and would benefit from from understanding the connection
between the teacher-driven observations generations from GAS and those found in World Models Ha
& Schmidhuber (2018) or in model-based RL such as MuZero Schrittwieser et al. (2019).
4
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A LGORITHM

Pseudo-code for Generative Adversarial Simulator is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Generative Adversarial Simulator
Input: teacher model ft (x), ft : X 7→ Y, X ⊂ Rn .
Construct generator g(z, θg,0 ), Set i = 0.
Construct student fs (x, θs,0 ), Set j = 0.
for e = 0 to Es do
for step = 0 to Ns do
Sample fake inputs: {g(z1 ), . . . , g(zb )}.
Get activations: {ft (g(z1 )), fs (g(z1 )), . . . }.
Update student: θs,j+1 = Adam(∇θs,j Ldistill ).
Set j = j + 1.
end for
if e mod Rg is 0 then
Reinitialize generator weights θg,i .
end if
for step = 0 to Ng do
Sample fake inputs {g(z1 ), . . . , g(zb )}.
Get activations: {ft (g(z1 )), fs (g(z1 )), . . . }.

Update generator: θg,i+1 = Adam ∇θg,i Ladapt .
Set i = i + 1.
end for
end for

B

H YPERPARAMETERS

In this section we include the experiment hyperparameters. All experiments are run on a 12-core
3.60GHz Intel i7-6850K CPU with an NVIDIA Titan X Pascal, using Tensorflow 1.15, CUDA 10.1
and CuDNN 7.5.1 ?.
Table 2: Input Mode Effect Hyperparameters
Model

Optimizer

LR

Architecture

Generator
Student
Teacher

Adam
Adam
Adam

0.01
0.001
0.0007

DCGAN without Batch-Norm

LeNetHalf
LeNet

Table 3: Data-Free Distillation Benchmark Hyperparameters

B.1
B.1.1

Task

Optimizer

MNIST
Fashion-MNIST
CIFAR-10

Adam
Adam
Adam

Student/Generator LR
0.0001 / 0.01
0.0001 / 0.01
schedule / 0.015

Teacher

Student

LeNet
LeNet
Resnet34

LeNetHalf
LeNetHalf
Resnet18

S UPERVISED L EARNING T EACHERS
MNIST AND FASHION -MNIST

Our MNIST and Fashion-MNIST teachers are trained using an Adam Kingma & Ba (2014) optimizer
with learning rate 0.0007, and a Dropout Srivastava et al. (2014) probability of 0.2. We save the best
performing model with a test accuracy of 99.35% on MNIST and 91.17% on Fashion-MNIST. We
freeze the teachers and use them to compute generator and distillation losses. To be comparable to
prior work we adopt a a LeNet-5 LeCun et al. (2015) architecture for the teacher, and the student has a
LeNet-5-Half architecture (number of filters is halved). Our generator uses the DCGAN architecture
from Radford et al. (2015), which was also used in DAFL Chen et al. (2019).
7
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MNIST and Fashion-MNIST generators use the adaptive loss. sample a batch of 512 noise vectors
z ∈ R100 , zi ∼ U(−1, 1). These vectors are sliced into 64 sub-batches fed into each of the 8
concurrent generators. We reinitialize the generator once every 4,000 student updates on MNIST, and
once every 120,000 student updates on Fashion-MNIST. After each 100 updates to the student, the
generators are optimized for 20 steps. The generator and student are trained using the Adam Kingma
& Ba (2014) optimizer, with a generator learning rate of 0.01 and a student learning rate of 0.001.
We repeat our MNIST and Fashion-MNIST experiment with 3 seeds.
B.1.2

CIFAR-10

We use a ResNet-34 He et al. (2016) architecture as the teacher, and ResNet-18 He et al. (2016) as
the student. The student is trained using SGD with momentum 0.9, and a learning rate of 0.1 that is
dropped by a factor of 10 every 96,000 gradient steps, for a total of 240,000 steps. The generator is
trained using the Adam Kingma & Ba (2014) optimizer with a learning rate of 0.015. We perform 1
generator update for each 10 student updates. We set γ = 0.4 in the generator loss (4).
B.2

R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING T EACHERS

We train reinforcement learning agents asynchronously using a single GPU central optimizer machine
connected to a series of workers that update their parameters after a set number of transitions. The
workers send their observations to a central actor GPU that can batch and process multiple requests.
The workers act in parallel with the optimization and regularly send their transition data to a queue
on the optimizer machine that normalizes the measure advantage and adds this data to the experience
buffer. Data is added to the experience buffer if the rollout was produced within some version lag
to avoid straggler workers. Observations for all teachers are normalized using a running mean and
standard deviation computed on the optimizer machines. We update these statistics alongside the
model parameters, thereby ensuring that the models observe mean 0 and standard deviation 1 data.
For each environment we train policies until they have stopped improving or we collect more than
107 transitions samples. We save the policy parameters whenever the policy achieves a higher reward
across multiple episodes when evaluated.
Table 4: Common Teacher Hyperparameters
Parameter

Value

Algorithm
PPO Clip Ratio
Gradient steps per update
Concurrent environments
Entropy penalty
Optimizer
GAE λ
Concurrent environments
Transitions per rollout
Max version lag

PPO
0.2
10
512
0.0
Adam
0.95
512
32
4

Table 5: Environment Specific Teacher Hyperparameters
Environment
Humanoid
Standup
MountainCar
Cartpole
ALE

Model

Replay Buffer Size

MLP([64 64])
MLP([64 64])
MLP([512])
MLP([512])
Impala Espeholt et al. (2018)

8192
8192
15000
16384
16384
8

Batch Size

LR

Discount factor (γ)

1024
1024
5000
2048
2048

−4

0.990
0.990
0.995
0.990
0.990

3e
3e−4
1e−3
1e−3
1e−3
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B.3

R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING D ISTILLATION

Reinforcement Distillation uses for vector environments (Humanoid, Cartpole, MountainCar) a
100-dimensional uniform [-1, 1] noise vector to drive a single-layer MLP. For ALE environments we
use a DCGAN architecture Radford et al. (2015).
Table 6: Classical Control scores (µ ± σ, N=5) for student policies.
Method
Teacher
Student KD
DAFL
GAS
Input Space
Action Space

Humanoid
5896.00 ± 48.29
2012
± 2101
418.10 ± 10.75
5833.00 ± 78.38
376
R17

Standup (×104 )
15.920 ± 0.042
15.710 ± 0.060
3.854 ± 0.056
15.52 ± 0.12
376
R17

HalfCheetah
7698.0
± 103.1
7199.0
± 459.9
−0.3870 ± 0.2094
6580.0
± 445.3
17
R6

MountainCar
94.30 ± 0.2547
95.77 ± 0.3915
95.87 ± 0.1889
95.13 ± 0.3705
2
R1

Cartpole
200.0 ± 0.000
200.0 ± 0.000
200.0 ± 0.000
200.0 ± 0.000
4
Cat(2)

Table 7: ALE scores (µ ± σ, N=5) for student policies.
Method
Teacher
Student KD
DAFL
GAS
Action Space
B.4

Pong
20.7000 ± 0.6403
20.2000 ± 0.2683
−20.6000 ± 0.3033
−20.5400 ± 0.3980
Cat(6)

Breakout
355.5
± 158.9
213.5
± 144.5
0.8400 ± 0.4800
0.8800 ± 0.9683
Cat(4)

Seaquest
2624.0
± 552.4
1015.0
± 577.6
110.00 ± 15.49
123.60 ± 21.22
Cat(18)

Enduro
643.10 ± 27.22
119.90 ± 63.64
4.920 ± 4.234
24.220 ± 9.529
Cat(9)

P ROBABILITY D ISTRIBUTION F UNCTIONS

Computing LH presents a practical challenge in a reinforcement learning setting with a continuous action space policy
because we do not always have a closed form expression for

H(Exfake ∼X
f
(x
)
).
In
this 
work we restrict ourselves to diagonal Gaussian output spaces,
fake t fake 

making H Exfake ∼Xfake ft (xfake ) be the entropy of a Gaussian mixture, that we approximate
using the closed-form lower bound given in Huber et al. (2008). We reproduce it below, with b the
batch size:


b
b
X
X
Hlower (x) = −
wi · log 
wj · zi,j  ,
(5)
i=1
j=1
with zi,j = N (µi ; µj , Ci + Cj ).
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